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Optimizing performance for on-chip SBS-based
isolator
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Non-reciprocal1 optical components such as isolators and circulators are crucial for preventing catastrophic back-
reflection and controlling optical cross talk in photonic systems. While non-reciprocal devices based on Brillouin
intermodal transitions have2 been experimentally demonstrated in chip-scale platforms, harnessing such inter-
actions has required a suspended waveguide structure, which is challenging to fabricate and is potentially less
robust than a non-suspended structure, thereby limiting the design flexibility. In this paper, we numerically investi-
gate the performance of a Brillouin-based isolation scheme in which a dual-pump-driven optoacoustic interaction
is used to excite confined acoustic waves in a traditional ridge waveguide. We find that acoustic confinement, and
therefore the amount of Brillouin-driven mode conversion, can be enhanced by selecting an appropriate optical
mode pair and waveguide geometry of two arsenic-based chalcogenide platforms. Further, we optimize the isola-
tor design in its entirety, including the input couplers, mode filters, the Brillouin-active waveguide as well as the
device fabrication tolerances. We predict such a device can achieve 30 dB isolation over a 38 nm bandwidth when
500 mW pump power is used; in the presence of a ±10 nm fabrication-induced width error, such isolation can be
maintained over a 5–10 nm bandwidth. ©2023Optica PublishingGroup
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1. INTRODUCTION31

Miniaturizing functionality that allows unidirectional transmis-32
sion of optical signals is one of the key priorities in photonics33
research. This requires breaking Lorentz reciprocity [1] which34
has traditionally been achieved by Faraday rotation in magneto-35
optic garnets [2]. While on-chip integration is challenging36
because of apparent incompatibilities such as high lattice and37
thermal mismatch with common semiconductor substrates,38
there has been consistent progress in pursuing integrated39
magnetic isolators by means of hybrid bonding [3–7] or the40
direct-deposition method [8,9], with impressive results—3 dB41
insertion loss (IL) and 40 dB isolation ratio (IR)—in the latter42
case [9]. However, such an isolator relies on the non-reciprocal43
phase shift between the forward and backward propagation44
modes in a resonator, and therefore the operational bandwidth is45
very limited.46

On the other hand, magnetic-free isolators can be realized47
by exploiting second-order [10] or third-order (Kerr) optical48

non-linearities [11–18]. These non-linear isolators rely on 49
the injection of substantial power in the forward direction to 50
prevent backward light propagation; as a result, they can only 51
operate in a specific signal power range and are incapable of 52
blocking a weak backward signal in the case of intense forward 53
power [19]. Recent research has also focused on inducing spa- 54
tiotemporal modulation of light in a non-magnetic optical 55
waveguide [19–37]. This class of non-reciprocity relies on 56
intermodal photonic transitions driven by electro-optic or 57
acousto-optic effects. Excellent performance of acousto-optic 58
non-reciprocity has been reported in aluminum nitride on 59
silicon rib waveguides [34], with a<0.6 dB IL,∼16 dB IR, and 60
>100 GHz operational bandwidth. 61

An alternative route to acousto-optic non-reciprocity is to use 62
stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS)—a phenomenon in which 63
an optically driven acoustic wave promotes an optical modal 64
transition with a typical frequency shift in the gigahertz (GHz) 65
range. Such transitions can be either intramodal or intermodal 66
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and occur in the same or opposite propagation direction of the67
optical pump depending on the phase-matching condition of68
both optical modes involved. The four types of SBS are often69
referred to as backward SBS [38–44], backward intermodal SBS70
[45], forward SBS [46], and forward intermodal SBS (FIBS)71
[47]. Among them, FIBS was proposed in the earlier Brillouin72
isolation schemes in optical fibers [21] and planar waveguides73
[23] because of its large operational bandwidth arising from the74
almost parallel dispersion profile between the co-propagating75
fundamental and higher-order optical spatial modes, such that76
phase matching between them can be maintained over a large77
wavelength range. Later, isolators based on non-local interband78
Brillouin scattering (NIBS) were experimentally demonstrated79
in a suspended silicon structure [33]. Such NIBS process is80
generated by a pair of asymmetrical rib waveguides placed in81
close proximity, where FIBS is first excited by pumping one82
of the waveguides, and the mediating shear waves—known as83
Lamb waves [48]—travel to the adjacent waveguide through the84
silicon slab, allowing a similar optical intermodal transition to85
occur at the adjacent waveguide which carries the optical signal.86

Suspended structures, however, are sophisticated waveguide87
structures requiring complex fabrication processes; further-88
more, the integration of these waveguides in future multilayer89
structures may prove challenging. In addition, silicon suffers90
from non-linear losses and free-carrier absorption, which in91
turn limits the net Brillouin amplification [48,49]. It would be92
highly advantageous therefore to have an entirely embedded93
structure in which these non-reciprocal Brillouin effects may94
be harnessed in a material that lacks non-linear loss. However,95
such an embedded structure itself presents considerable design96
challenges.97

Foremost, the performance of the isolator is highly dependent98
on the presence of shear waves in the waveguide. The effect of99
shear components was assumed to be negligible in earlier studies100
[23] but will affect both the acoustic confinement as well as the101
overall Brillouin gain. Rib waveguides, which are highly suc-102
cessful for backwards SBS in embedded structures, also support103
Lamb waves that can transport energy away from the core and104
are unsuitable for acoustic guidance in the forward direction.105
On the other hand, embedded waveguides also support a wide106
range of optical and acoustic modes, all of which will possess107
different coupling, losses, and Brillouin gain. In addition, a108
functional isolator must also include a mode coupler that can109
be integrated into the chip structure for exciting the desired110
optical spatial modes in the Brillouin active waveguide. The111
combination of waveguide and coupler design, together with112
fabrication constraints, together with the necessary conditions113
for an isolator to be useful, presents a challenging and complex114
design problem.115

This article provides a detailed design strategy for realizing an116
isolation scheme based on FIBS in a non-suspended waveguide.117
We carry out a rigorous study of the complete device using118
established photonics simulation tools to examine the acoustic119
confinement and optimize the performance of each on-chip120
component involved. By performing full electromagnetic121
simulations of the couplers and combining this with accurate122
coupled-mode analysis of the SBS process in the Brillouin-active123
waveguide, we demonstrate that the acoustic guidance can be124

enhanced by selecting an appropriate combination of rectan- 125
gular waveguide dimensions and pairs of optical spatial modes. 126
We use our design strategy to optimize an isolator structure in 127
an embedded chalcogenide ridge waveguide; we predict such 128
a device can achieve 30 dB isolation over a 38 nm bandwidth 129
for moderate pump powers (∼500 mW). Our strategy of mode 130
selection also allows us control over the bandwidth of the device: 131
we show that our design maintains isolation over a 5 nm (10 nm) 132
bandwidth at −10 nm (+10 nm) fabrication-induced width 133
error with a reasonable input optical power of 500 mW. The 134
choice of a±10 nm width deviation in our calculation is within 135
the achievable precision of advanced fabrication tools such as 136
electron beam lithography, dry-etching system, scanning elec- 137
tron microscope, etc., and thus it is a conservative guideline to 138
follow in the future fabrication work. These structures therefore 139
offer a viable alternative route to non-reciprocity, based on fully 140
embedded waveguides. 141

The design concept of the whole device and its working 142
principle is first described in the following section. Section 3 143
focuses on interrogating the key quantities (Brillouin shift, 144
acoustic phase velocity vp , and gain coefficient) for different 145
spatial optical mode pairs at different waveguide dimensions 146
of two different chalcogenide platforms (As2S3 and As2Se3). 147
In Section 4 we show how the isolation bandwidth can be 148
optimized by tailoring the waveguide dispersion. Further, 149
we compute overall device performance after incorporating a 150
broadband and dimensional tolerant mode coupler. Finally, 151
a method for improving the device isolation is proposed in 152
Section 5. 153

2. WORKING PRINCIPLE 154

The Brillouin-based non-reciprocal effect in this work relies 155
on the FIBS process [50], which can be summarized by the 156
processes in the schematic dispersion diagram in Fig. 1. The two 157
pump channels ω1 and ω2 described in the figure may occupy 158
either different spatial modes or polarization states [47]. Then 159
the acoustic modes mediating the transition between the two 160
optical modes of interest can be of different symmetry and char- 161
acter (quasi-flexural, quasi-torsional, and quasi-longitudinal 162
modes) [51]. This work focuses on different optical spatial 163
modes with the same polarization state because, as outlined in 164
Section 3, inter-polarization Brillouin coupling is incapable of 165
generating sufficiently large acoustic wavenumbers to fulfill the 166
acoustic wave guiding requirements. 167

In the proposed isolation scheme, two co-propagating opti- 168
cal waves at angular frequencies ω1 and ω2 induce a coherent 169
acoustic oscillation at frequency� and wavenumber q through 170
electrostriction and radiation pressure. Pump ω1 scatters off 171
this dynamic grating and experiences a Brillouin shift to ω2. 172
The blue and red curves in Fig. 1 indicate slower and faster 173
propagating optical modes. By phase-matching arguments, the 174
frequency and wavenumbers of the three waves are related by 175
�=ω1 −ω2 and q = k1 − k2. For a specific waveguide struc- 176
ture, the Brillouin shift� at a particular acoustic wavenumber is 177
determined by the acoustic dispersion curve (the green dashed 178
curve). Meanwhile, a third co-propagating optical waveω3 with 179
weak amplitude and small frequency separation from ω1 can 180
be scattered by the same acoustic wave and experience the same 181
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Fig. 1. Dispersion diagram describing the Brillouin-based
non-reciprocal effect.

Brillouin shift to ω4 =ω3 −� provided the phase mismatch,182
1q = k(ω3)− k(ω4)− q , is negligible. On the other hand, the183
corresponding scattering of a counter-propagating optical wave184
ω3 is forbidden owing to a large phase mismatch (1qb�1q ).185

The proposed design of the integrated isolator is depicted186
in Fig. 2(a). The whole device comprises a pair of reciprocal187
mode couplers MC1 and MC2, a multimode waveguide [the188
non-reciprocal mode coupler (NRMC)], and several mode-size189
converters linking different optical components. Two continu-190
ous pump waves of frequency ω1 and ω2 are launched into Port191
1 and Port 3, respectively. Ideally, light entering all ports propa-192
gates in the fundamental optical spatial mode in the waveguide.193
After propagating through the first mode multiplexer MC1, the194
mode nature of pump ω1 remains unchanged while pump ω2195
undergoes mode conversion to a higher-order mode via linear196

coupling. The intensity beat note of pumps ω1 and ω2 induces 197

an acoustic wave that enables coherent forward scattering, 198

whereby a co-propagating signal wave ω3 injected from Port 1 199

is converted to a higher-order optical mode atω4, which is then 200

demultiplexed at the second mode coupler MC2 and output at 201

Port 4. The output power from Port 2 is negligible if the mode 202

conversion efficiency from both the FIBS process and mode 203

demultiplexing at MC2 approaches 100%. On the other hand a 204

signal wave atω3 input from Port 2 will be transmitted to Port 1 205

without experiencing any FIBS-induced mode conversion. 206

It has been shown previously [23] that a better non-reciprocal 207

mode conversion efficiency can be achieved by increasing the 208

initial power ratio of the forward pump ω1 to that of the pump 209

ω2 such that the power of the forward acoustic wave peaks at 210

the middle of the NRMC [23]. The plot in Fig. 2(a) illustrates 211

a typical power variation of the pump and signal waves along 212

the NRMC with an initial pump power ratio of ∼0.99. The 213

waveguide width variation in the proposed design is clearly illus- 214

trated in Fig. 2(b). Ports 1, 2, 3, and 4 have a horizontal width 215

w (∼1.9 µm) that is mode-match to a lens-tipped fiber with 216

Gaussian spot size of∼2 µm and minimizes sidewall scattering 217

loss that is particularly relevant when a long integrated circuit is 218

required for future applications. Therefore, two different spot 219

size converters (SSCs) are used to narrow down the horizontal 220

width w of Port 1 and Port 3 into the required dimensions of 221

the parallel waveguides in MC1, and a horizontal taper is used 222

to further shrink the waveguide into the width required by the 223

NRMC. Likewise, another half of the device requires similar 224

horizontal tapers and SSCs to expand the waveguide into the 225

width of Ports 3 and 4. 226

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the Brillouin-based optical isolator. The plot in the figure illustrates the normalized power of all optical and acoustic waves
traveling at each position of the non-reciprocal mode coupler NRMC. (b) Top view showing the waveguide width variation in the first half of the pro-
posed isolator device.
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3. OPTICAL AND ACOUSTIC CONFINEMENT IN227
A NON-SUSPENDED CHALCOGENIDE228
WAVEGUIDE229

The primary challenge of the proposed Brillouin isolation230
scheme is to achieve strong optical and acoustic guidance for231
co-propagating waves in a non-suspended waveguide. For both232
optical and acoustic waves, this can be realized by ensuring233
that the mode has a lower phase velocity in the waveguide core234
than that of all propagating modes in the cladding. Various235
chalcogenide platforms such as GeSbS [52] and As2S3 [38–44]236
can achieve this in backward SBS process as they exhibit a lower237
phase speed of both light and sound compared with silica, which238
can be used as a cladding material. However, as illustrated in239
Fig. 1, the phase-matching condition in the forward SBS proc-240
ess results in a much smaller q (longer elastic wavelengths) as241
compared with the backward counterparts. Such long elastic242
wavelengths involved in the FIBS process pose a major chal-243
lenge: these wavelengths are very close to or even beyond the244
elastic mode cut-off regime, making acoustic confinement more245
difficult.246

Our numerical modeling of acoustic modes suggests that247
standard shallow-etched As2S3 rib waveguides do not possess248
appropriate acoustic guided modes for FIBS. However, such249
guided modes can be found with a further increase in the etch250
depth or using a fully etched (strip) waveguide. Such improve-251
ment in the acoustic guidance is achieved by increasing the252
acoustic wavenumber q , which is determined by the effective253
index difference between the two optical spatial modes of inter-254
est if the optical wavelength is fixed. This also suggests that,255
apart from the waveguide dimensions and choices of optical256
mode pairs, selecting a higher refractive index material with257
similar acoustic properties could further improve the acoustic258
confinement.259

To investigate the impact of the geometric parameters on260
the acoustic confinement, we solve the elastic and optical mode261
problems and find the Brillouin gain coefficients for waveguides262
of several different dimensions of silica-clad arsenic sulfide263
(As2S3) and a higher-index arsenic selenide (As2Se3) multimode264
waveguides using the open-source Numerical Brillouin analysis265
tool (NumBAT) [61,62], which has been validated against266
a number of reported experimental results [63–66]. Arsenic267
trisulfide (As2S3) is a mature on-chip SBS platform that has268
been substantially studied for a decade [38–44]. While on-chip269
SBS has not yet been demonstrated in the selenide platform270
(As2Se3), a high SBS gain has been observed in selenide fibers271
[54]. Together with its high refractive index, excellent acoustic272
guidance is anticipated in the same waveguide dimension.273

Fig. 3. Normalized electric field distribution of different quasi-
transverse electric (TE) spatial modes in a rectangular waveguide. They
are labeled in a conventional way as TEpq where p and q indicate the
number of horizontal and vertical lobes, respectively.

The relevant physical properties of As2S3 and As2Se3 are 274
shown in Table 1. From the stiffness tensor components c ij, the 275
longitudinal (vl ) and shear speeds of sound (vs ) in each material 276
can be computed using the relations 277

vl =

√
c 11

ρ
, vs =

√
c 44

ρ
. (1)

A parametric sweep of waveguide dimensions was executed 278
to study the strength of acoustic guidance. For silica-clad sulfide 279
(As2S3) waveguides, a width w scan from 600 to 3000 nm was 280
performed at three different vertical thicknesses of 500, 700, 281
and 1000 nm. To investigate the effect of refractive index on 282
the acoustic confinement, we performed a similar width scan 283
on a higher-index selenide (As2Se3) waveguide with 700 nm 284
vertical thickness. Furthermore, while it is likely more feasible to 285
induce FIBS with the two lowest-order modes TE11 and TE21, 286
the elastic mode confinement arising from other higher-order 287
spatial modes listed in Fig. 3 is also computed to identify the best 288
possible confinement and gain for each geometry. 289

In general, the degree of optical confinement can be described 290
by the normalized propagation constantβ, which is given by 291

β =
neff − ncl

nco − ncl
=
vco

veff

(
vcl − veff

vcl − vco

)
, (2)

where it can be expressed in terms of refractive indices or phase 292
velocity. neff, nco, and ncl are effective mode index, core, and 293
cladding refractive index. The corresponding phase velocities 294
veff, vco, and vcl can be determined by the refractive index rela- 295
tion n = c/v where c is the speed of light in vacuum. β is a good 296
indicator of the optical confinement and has a value ranging 297

Table 1. Optical and Elastic Properties of As2S3, As2Se3, and SiO2 Used in the NumBAT Simulation where n and ρ
are Refractive Index at 1.55 µm Wavelength and Material Density, Respectively

a

Material n at 1.55µm ρ (kgm−3) c11 (GPa) c12 (GPa) c44 (GPa) p11 p12 p44 η11 η12 η44

SiO2 [53–56] 1.45 2200 78.6 16.1 31.2 0.12 0.27 −0.075 1.6
b

1.29
b

0.16
b

As2S3 [56–58] 2.44 3150 19.75 8.7 5.52 0.25 0.23 0.01 1.8
b

1.45
b

0.18
b

As2Se3 [50,52,55,56] 2.84 4635 23.5 9.5 7.0 0.31 0.27 0.02 0.78
b

0.63
b

0.08
b

ac i j , p i j , and ηi j are fourth rank stiffness, photoelastic, and phonon viscosity tensors in units of mPa.s expressed in the Voigt compact notation [53].
bis the theoretical estimate using the Smith et al . approach [56].
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Fig. 4. (a) Optical and (b) acoustic dispersion plot showing the light
and sound lines for the core and cladding material. The yellow region
indicates the area where a confined mode can be found.

from 0 to 1. For instance, β = 1 means the optical field com-298
pletely confined in the waveguide core while β = 0 represents299
zero confinement.300

Likewise, a normalized propagation constant can be used301
to describe the acoustic confinement. The concept of using302
normalized propagation constant as a confinement metric for303
both optical and acoustic modes is depicted in Figs. 4(a) and304
4(b). In comparison, the elastic wave propagation is rather305
complicated due to the existence of both transverse (shear) and306
longitudinal (compressive) mechanical field nature that give307
rise to different sound velocity in bulk materials. Therefore,308
instead of one light line for each material in the optical disper-309
sion [Fig. 4(a)], two sound lines corresponding to the shear and310
longitudinal wave nature are drawn on the acoustic dispersion311
plot [see Fig. 4(b)]. For an embedded rectangular waveguide, a312
confined acoustic mode requires an effective phase velocity vp313
smaller than the cladding shear speed vs,cl while any numerical314
solutions with vp > vs,cl are considered as a free mode [67], in315
which energy is no longer being confined in the core; the con-316
finement increases as vp decreases from the cladding shear line.317
To facilitate the following discussion, we define the normalized318
acoustic propagation constantβa as319

βa =
vl ,co

vp

(
vs ,cl − vp

vs ,cl − vl ,co

)
, (3)

where vl ,co represents the core longitudinal speed. It is notewor-320
thy that while the acoustic guidance is analogous to that of the321
optical counterpart, βa > 1 is possible due to the existence of322
shear waves that propagate at a slower speed than the longitudi-323
nal (compressive) waves in the core (vs ,co < vl ,co), resulting in324
vp < vl ,co.325

In Figs. 5(a)–5(d), we plot the normalized propagation con-326
stant β versus w for different waveguide structures and optical327
spatial modes at an optical pump wavelength of 1550 nm. In328
Figs. 5(e)–5(h) we investigate the behavior of different acoustic329
modes as a function of waveguide width w. We found that all330
numerical solutions within the parameter sweep range in Fig. 5331
have βa < 1. At a specific dimension and optical mode pair,332
there exists more than one solution that lies in the confinement333
window, from which we only select the mode that records the334
highest Brillouin gain coefficient g 0 to plot in Figs. 5(e)–5(h).335
The strength of the Brillouin coupling g 0 for each of these336
modes is computed through standard expressions based on337
optoacoustic mode overlap integrals [61,62].338

From the optical dispersion diagram in Figs. 5(a)–5(d), one 339
can see that the confinement for each TEpq mode improves 340
with the waveguide size. Further, the number of guided TEpq 341
modes—with normalized propagation constant above the 342
so-called “cladding light line” (β > 0)—increases when w 343
expands from 600 to 3000 nm, leading to a higher number of 344
mode combination choices at a larger w. However, the trend 345
of acoustic confinement in Figs. 5(e)–5(h) can be quite dif- 346
ferent from that of the optical counterpart. This is because, 347
apart from waveguide dimension, βa is also dependent on 348
the normalized propagation constant difference between two 349
optical modes of interest 1β, due to the fact that q = k1 − k2, 350
as described in Fig. 1. For instance, for 500 nm thick As2S3 351
waveguides [Fig. 5(e)], the abrupt increase of βa corresponding 352
to TE11−TE12 pair (solid circle) at w< 1200 nm is likely due 353
to the high1β between the TE11 and TE12 modes in Fig. 5(a). 354
For w> 1200 nm, since there is no further increase in 1β, 355
hence the increase of βa in this width regime is solely caused by 356
the increase of waveguide size. This relation between1β andβa 357
is also true for all other mode combinations and it explains why 358
there is actually a decrease of βa for TE11−TE21 (solid inverted 359
triangle), TE11−TE22 (solid triangle), and TE41 −TE42 (solid 360
hexagon) pairs for a given w range in Fig. 5(h). While it can be 361
deduced from plots (e)–(h) that the highest possible βa among 362
the available mode pairs increase with w, the impact of vertical 363
thickness on the maximumβa is not obvious from plots (e)–(g). 364

From Figs. 5(d) and 5(h) we see that switching to a higher- 365
index selenide platform (As2Se3) can significantly improve the 366
acoustic confinement, from βa ≈ 0.3 to βa ≈ 0.7 [compare 367
plot (f ) with (h)]. This is aligned with the previous observation 368
that higher refractive index results in a higher q or 1β, and 369
so should increase the acoustic confinement. Together with a 370
larger photo-elastic coefficient, the Brillouin gain coefficient 371
in the selenide (As2Se3) waveguide is approximately a factor of 372
3 over the sulfide (As2S3) platform. Despite the fact that such 373
high theoretical gains can only be achieved if the processed 374
waveguides are free from sidewall roughness-induced losses, the 375
material’s intrinsic optical and acoustic absorption and other 376
detrimental factors, the gain improvement by a factor of 3 from 377
the sulfide to selenide platforms is still promising provided their 378
optical and acoustic losses are comparable. 379

By comparing Figs. 5(e)–5(h), it can be seen that the acoustic 380
mode from the TE12−TE13 transition (solid square) exhibits 381
excellent acoustic confinement in both material systems, with 382
βa ≈ 0.7 in the selenide platform [see Figs. 6(i)–6(l)]. However, 383
it is advantageous to use the lowest-order mode pairs possible 384
because the higher-order counterparts often experience a greater 385
fabrication-induced sidewall scattering loss and cross talk and 386
can be difficult to couple into. The acoustic confinements for 387
different dimensions for both lowest-order pairs TE11−TE21 388
(solid inverted triangle) and TE11−TE12 (solid circle) are shown 389
in Fig. 5. We see that for the TE11−TE21 pair (solid inverted tri- 390
angle), higher βa is observed at a higher aspect ratio waveguide 391
(smallw and large t). On the other hand, it is preferable to have 392
a lower aspect ratio waveguide for the TE11−TE12 pair (solid 393
circle). 394

While all acoustic modes presented in Fig. 5 have βa < 1, the 395
displacement field u profile in Fig. 6 illustrates that they have 396
strong shear (transverse) field components. The polarization
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Fig. 5. Optical and acoustic confinement of As2S3 and As2Se3 waveguides: (a)–(d) optical dispersion diagram showing β variation with respect to
the width w of As2S3 waveguides at a vertical thickness of (a) 500 nm, (b) 700 nm, and (c) 1000 nm; and (d) As2Se3 waveguides at 700 nm thick-
ness for different quasi-transverse electric spatial modes TEpq where the mode label pq is indicated by the inline label. Solid, dashed, and dotted lines
are used to indicate q = 1, q = 2, and q = 3, respectively. (e)–(h) Plots of βa of the guided acoustic modes versusw corresponding to the waveguide
structures of (a)–(d), respectively. The shape of the scatter points represents different optical mode pairs in the bottom legend while the sequential
color scales indicate the gain coefficient in units of m−1 W−1 according to the color bar.

of the transverse displacement field is dependent on the types397

of optical mode transition. In general, TEpq−TE(p+1)q tran-398

sition can induce a forward propagating acoustic wave with a399

strong lateral component of ux [see Figs. 6(a)–6(d)], whereas400

the acoustic wave from TEpq−TEp(q+1) transition has a strong401

uy component [see Figs. 6(e)–6(h) and 6(i)–6(l)].402

Altering the waveguide dimension can significantly change403

the confinement factor of such x - and y-polarized acoustic404

modes. Focusing on Figs. 5(g) and 5(h), the x -polarized acoustic405

mode due to the TE11−TE21 transition loses its confinement406

when the horizontal width increases. Meanwhile, to suppress the407

y-polarized acoustic mode due to the TE11−TE12 transition,408

one can increase the vertical thickness [see Figs. 5(e)–5(g)]. It409

is also worth mentioning that while the confinement of both410

acoustic modes can be improved by reducing the width and411

the thickness, further dimensional shrinkage (w< 500 nm412

and t < 500 nm) can lead to a converse effect as the optical413

modes can no longer be confined in such a small waveguide414

core.415

4. OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF THE 416
PROPOSED ISOLATOR 417

In the previous section, we have identified the optical mode 418
pairs and waveguide dimensions of two binary chalcogenide 419
platforms in which confined acoustic modes can be excited to 420
yield high Brillouin gain. Next, we selectively study the nar- 421
row selenide (As2Se3) waveguide structures (w< 600 nm) 422
based on the TE11−TE21 mode pair. This pair has been chosen 423
because the resulting combination exhibits appreciable acous- 424
tic confinement (βa ≈ 0.45) and an excellent gain coefficient 425
(g 0 ≈ 2.4× 104 m−1 W−1). We compute the overall isolator 426
performance—isolation bandwidth—of such narrow selenide 427
waveguide by solving the coupled-mode equations and also 428
taking into account the mode coupler device performance. 429

A. Solving Coupled-Mode Equations 430

An isolator should operate over as broad a bandwidth as is fea- 431
sible. For Brillouin-type isolators as considered here, detuning 432
of the signals from the pumps gradually increases the phase 433
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Fig. 6. Displacement field, u profile in the x− y plane of 700 nm thick As2Se3 waveguide with (a)–(d) TE11−TE21 pair at w= 570 nm,
(e)–(h) TE11−TE12 pair atw= 3000 nm, and (i)–(l) TE12−TE13 pair atw= 3000 nm. The first column (a), (e), (i) shows the square of the mag-
nitude of the complex amplitude |u|2, followed by the real part of its x component (b), (f ), (j), the real part of its y component (c), (g), (k), and the
imaginary part of its z component (d), (h), (l).

mismatch between the acoustic and optical fields1q , resulting434
in reduced mode conversion when the phase mismatch becomes435
too large. Here we investigate this effect quantitatively, with the436
aim of determining the bandwidth of our entire device.437

For FIBS mode conversion, the change in field amplitudes438
with respect to the propagation distance, z of the two forward439
traveling pump waves (ω1 and ω2), and the two signal waves440
(ω3 and ω4) at a particular 1q are described by the equations441
[23,61]442

∂a1

∂z
+
α1

2
a1 =−

g 0

2
|a2|

2a1 , (4)

443
∂a2

∂z
+
α2

2
a2 =

g 0

2
|a1|

2a2 , (5)

444
∂a3

∂z
+
α3

2
a3 =−

g 0

2
a∗1 a2e i1q za4, (6)

445
∂a4

∂z
+
α4

2
a4 =

g 0

2
a∗1 a2e−i1q za3, (7)

where |ai (z)|2 represents the physical power Pi (z) in Watts 446
carried in the optical fields, αi is the optical propagation loss in 447
m−1, and g 0 is the Brillouin gain coefficient in m−1 W−1. A full 448
derivation is provided in Sections 3 and 4 of Supplement 1. Here 449
Eqs. (4)–(7) describe the power flow from P1 to P2 and P3 to P4 450
along the waveguide, as shown in Fig. 1. It is important to note 451
that, in Eqs. (4)–(7), the two strong “pumps” at ω1,2 generate 452
an acoustic wave that drives transition between two “signals” 453
at ω3,4. Here the pumps are assumed to have zero detuning but 454
there is a phase mismatch of 1q between the signals. Also, the 455
signal fields are assumed to be very weak in comparison with the 456
pumps such that they do not affect the acoustic dynamics gen- 457
erated by the pumps. In previous work [23], it has been shown 458
that the coupling efficiency can be maximized by increasing 459
the ratio of input pump power P1(0) to P2(0). This is because 460
the strength of the acoustic field slowly develops and reaches its 461
maximum, instead of decreasing rapidly from z= 0 as occurs 462
for balanced pump powers. For the following study, the initial 463
pump powers are fixed at P1(0)= 0.999 PT and P2(0)= 0.001 464
PT where PT represents the total input pump power, which 465

https://opticapublishing.figshare.com/s/221c6d05de4a185a5908
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Fig. 7. Group index difference between TE11 and TE21 mode,
|1ng | versus λ atw= 550, 570, and 600 nm.

unless otherwise stated is taken to be PT = 500 mW. The466
maximum isolation in decibels, IdB, is defined as467

IdB = 10log10

(
P3 (z= L)
P3 (z= 0)

)
, (8)

where L is the waveguide length, and P3 is the physical power468
of the signal at ω3, with the initial signal power P3(0) fixed at469
1 mW. Equations (4)–(7) can be solved numerically to obtain470
Pi (z). It is important to note that while the device insertion loss471
increases with the optical loss αi , the maximum isolation IdB is472
independent on αi because the power flow in both directions473
experiences the same propagation loss. Hence, αi = 0 is used in474
our calculation.475

B. Isolation Bandwidth and Dispersion Engineering476

The key to expanding the operational bandwidth is maintaining477
1q ≈ 0 for a wide range of detuning. The bandwidth |δω| for478
which the FIBS can occur is then given by479

|δω| =
π

2zmax

c
1ng

, (9)

where c is the speed of light in free space and1ng is the group480
index difference between the TE11 and TE21 modes at ω1.481
In this equation, 1ng = ng ,1 − ng ,2 is the difference in opti-482
cal group index, where the group index of mode i is given by483

ng ,i ≡ c/( dωi
dk )= ni +ω

dni
dω , where ni (ω)= c ki/ω is the effec-484

tive index of mode i . The analytical derivation of |δω| in Eq. (9)485
can be found in Section 5 of Supplement 1. One way in which486
the operational bandwidth can be widened is by tailoring the487
waveguide dispersion (reducing 1ng ) by changing the wave-488
guide dimensions (w or t). The effect of such tuning is shown489
in Fig. 7. Examining the |1ng | across a 100 nm wavelength490
span for three different w (550, 570, and 600 nm), we find491
that waveguides of width w= 570 nm yield |1ng |< 0.1 for492
a 30 nm span around a central wavelength of 1550 nm, with a493
minimum |1ng | ≈ 7× 10−4 at λ= 1544 nm. It is important494
to note that, when computing the ng , the refractive index of495
As2Se3 is fixed at 2.84 due to the flat response of material disper-496
sion in the 1500–1600 nm wavelength range (see Section 7 of497
Supplement 1).498

C. High-Performance Fabrication-Tolerant Mode 499
Coupler 500

The overall performance of the isolator is inseparable from the 501
quality of the mode filters [Fig. 2(a)]. Therefore, in addition 502
to optimizing the FIBS process in the Brillouin-active region, 503
it is also necessary to have a mode filter with high efficiency 504
and low cross talk so that the isolation and the operational 505
bandwidth of the whole device are as close as possible to the 506
ideal bandwidth computed from Eqs. (4)–(7). In general, 507
mode (de)multiplexing can be achieved using Y junctions [68], 508
asymmetrical directional couplers (ADCs) [69,70], and mul- 509
timode interference (MMI) couplers [71]. However, there is a 510
strong motivation to use ADCs because (1) the methodology 511
for improving the ADCs’ dimensional tolerance has been well 512
developed [69,70]; (2) the sharp corners of Y junctions often 513
lead to fabrication challenges; and (3) MMI couplers experience 514
higher radiation loss. 515

Here, we design a width-tolerant mode coupler for con- 516
verting between TE11 and TE21 modes on the As2Se3 platform. 517
We employ the strategy reported in [69]: ADCs are made of a 518
pair of parallel waveguides with different widthsw1 andw2, sep- 519
arated by a gapwg as shown in Fig. 8(a). The supermode analysis 520
and optimization process for such a ADC-based mode coupler 521
is detailed in Section 6 of Supplement 1. The optimized dimen- 522
sion of the mode coupler has already been shown in Fig. 2(b), 523
in which w1 = 562 nm, w2 = 1185 nm, wg = 100 nm. The 524
mode coupler has a coupling length L c = 12 µm. 525

The simulated transmission spectrum of such an opti- 526
mized design, subjected to a perturbation 1w, is plotted in 527
Figs. 8(b)–8(e). From the results plotted in Fig. 8(e), a notably 528
flat transmission response is obtained at the FIBS waveguide, 529
with f Back

TE11 ≈ 1, suggesting that the device insertion loss due 530
to mode coupler cross talk is negligible. However, imperfect 531
mode coupling ( f Port2

TE21 > 0) can occur at any wavelength other 532
than the optimum wavelength or when there is a small1w [see 533
Fig. 8(d)]. As a consequence, part of the light from the TE21 534
mode atω4 can output to Port 2 [see Fig. 2(a)], thus reducing the 535
isolation bandwidth estimated from Eqs. (4)–(9). 536

D. Computation of Overall Performance 537

Based on the mode coupler performance in the previous section, 538
the overall isolation, I ′dB, as a function of Ptotal and λ is then 539
given by 540

I
′

dB(Ptotal, λ)= 10log10

(
P3(z= L)
P3(z= 0)

+ f Port2
TE21

)
, (10)

where P3(z=L)
P3(z=0) is the linear power fraction of the non-converted 541

TE11 mode from the FIBS process that output to Port 2 at ω3 542
and f Port2

TE21 is the linear power fraction of the TE21 mode output 543
to Port 2 atω4 due to imperfect mode coupling at the mode filter 544
demonstrated in Section 4.C. 545

We further calculate the isolation bandwidth of the 546
570 nm× 700 nm As2Se3 waveguide using Eq. (10). A 547
two-dimensional parameter sweep of PT from 0.1 to 1 W and 548
signal wavelength, λs = 2πc/ω3 from 1500 to 1600 nm was 549
performed for a waveguide length L = 2 cm. Such a length is 550
sufficient to achieve complete mode conversion for a reasonable 551

https://opticapublishing.figshare.com/s/221c6d05de4a185a5908
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Fig. 8. (a) The image depicts the cross section of a pair of parallel waveguides with widths w1 and w2 separated by a gap, wg ; (b)–(e) Lumerical
3D FDTD simulation for mode coupler withw1 = 562 nm,w2 = 1185 nm,wg = 100 nm, L c = 12 µm: (b)–(d) TE21 mode injection from FIBS
waveguide and output at Port 2 and Port 4 as TE21 and TE11 modes, with its (b) top view of the field propagation, and (d) the plot of f Port2

TE21 versusλ for
different1w; (c)–(e) TE11 mode injection from Port 2 and output at FIBS waveguide, with its (c) top view of the field propagation, the spectrum of
(e) f Back

TE11 for1w=−10 nm, 0 nm, and 10 nm, respectively.

Fig. 9. Overall isolation bandwidth, I ′dB as a function of PT and λs after incorporating the mode coupler performance at (a) 1w=−10 nm,
(b)1w= 0 nm, and (c)1w= 10 nm.

estimate of the experimental g 0 (1× 103 m−1 W−1). The552

resulting values of I ′dB as a function of PT and λs for w= 560,553

570, and 580 nm are depicted in Figs. 9(a)–9(c). The results554

illustrate that while the 30 dB isolation line only exists for high555

PT, the bandwidths for 10, 20, and 30 dB isolation can increase556

markedly when switching from low to high PT, as a consequence557

of the reduction in L . In addition, at the optimum waveguide558

width1w= 0 and PT = 0.5 W [see Fig. 9(b)], the 10 dB isola-559

tion bandwidth exceeds 100 nm while the 30 dB bandwidth is560

8 nm (∼1000 GHz).561

We can estimate the impact of fabrication uncertainty by562

incorporating a waveguide width deviation, 1w=±10 nm563

into the simulation. As illustrated in Figs. 9(a) and 9(c), the564

30 dB isolation line only exists for high PT, whereas the 10 dB565

isolation bandwidth at PT = 0.5 W is reduced to 30 nm566

(∼3700 GHz) and 51 nm (∼6400 GHz) for 1w=−10 nm567

and1w=+10 nm, respectively.568

5. DISCUSSION 569

In principle, the isolation bandwidth could be improved by 570
inserting a number N of coupler replicas before Port 2. The idea 571
is presented in Fig. 10(a). Such a remedial approach leverages 572
the unique nature of the mode coupler that converts the TE21 573
mode in the wider arm to the TE11 mode in the narrower arm 574
[see Figs. 8(b) and 8(d)] while prohibiting the cross coupling 575
of the TE11 mode from the wider arm [see Figs. 8(c) and 8(e)], 576
to maximize the I ′dB and |δω| by modifying the term f Port2

TE21 577

into ( f Port2
TE21 )

N+1 in Eq. (10). The investigation of isolation 578
improvement due to coupler addition for specific input condi- 579
tions (PT = 0.5 W and 1w= 0 nm) is shown in Fig. 10(b). 580
As predicted, the 30 dB isolation bandwidth increases with N 581
and converges to a maximum bandwidth (the black dashed line) 582
at which the term f Port2

TE21 approaches zero. In our case, an extra 583
coupler (N = 1) is sufficient to retrieve the raw isolation [stated 584
in Eq. (8)] from the non-reciprocal mode conversion in the 585
FIBS process. While this approach may be effective, it depends 586
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Fig. 10. Improvement of isolation bandwidth: (a) illustration of the placement of the coupler replicas before Port 2, (b) the plot of 30 dB isolation
bandwidth, |δω|30 dB versus the number of coupler replicas, N at Ptotal = 0.5 W and1w= 0 nm. (c)–(e) The corrected isolation bandwidth, I ′dB as a
function of PT and λs after incorporating an extra mode coupler (N = 1) at (c)1w=−10 nm, (d)1w= 0 nm, and (e)1w= 10 nm.

on the efficiency of the mode coupler: using mode couplers with587
low efficiency would require a large number of coupler replicas,588
which would significantly increase the device size and overall589
insertion loss.590

The contour plot of the corrected isolation I ′dB as a func-591
tion of PT and λs for N = 1 is given in Figs. 10(c)–10(e).592
At 1w= 0, the 30 dB isolation bandwidth is increased to593
38 nm (∼4700 GHz). It can be seen that, in comparison with594
Figs. 9(a)–9(c), the isolation bandwidth has been considerably595
improved in which the 30 dB isolation line now exists for low596
PT and even with the presence of1w=±10 nm. To illustrate,597
the 10 dB isolation bandwidth has been increased to 34 nm598
(∼ 4200 GHz) and 59 nm (∼7300 GHz) for 1w=−10 nm599
and 1w=+10 nm, respectively, whereas the 30 dB isolation600
bandwidths are 5 nm (∼620 GHz) and 10 nm (∼1250 GHz),601
respectively. These results show that broadband isolation—602
hundreds of GHz—can be achieved even with the presence of603
10 nm structural deviations due to fabrication imperfections.604

As a final step in our analysis, we discuss the taper length605
optimization of the spot size converters and horizontal tapers606
[see Fig. 2(b)]. If these tapers are too short, the abrupt changes in607
waveguide width can lead to unwanted mode coupling. There608
are several widths involved in the whole isolator design that must609
be accommodated: 570 nm in FIBS waveguide, 562 nm and610
1185 nm in the mode coupler, and 1900 nm at the waveguide611
facet for fiber-to-chip coupling. The biggest change of width612
occurs between Port 3 (or 4) and the narrow arm of the mode613
coupler [as shown in Fig. 2(b)] where a width expansion from614
570 nm to 1900 nm is required. Concerning the width change615

of 1300 nm, a taper length scan is performed using Lumerical 616

3D FDTD. It was found that a taper length of 10 µm is safe 617

(>99.9% transmission) for TE11 mode propagation whereas 618

TE21 mode will require a taper length of at least 100 µm to 619

suppress any mode coupling (see Section 8 of Supplement 1). 620

It is also worth commenting on the practical viability of the 621

platform proposed in this work. We numerically demonstrate 622

that the narrow (∼600 nm wide) selenide (As2Se3) waveguides 623

have a strong potential for achieving high Brillouin gains 624

(g 0 ≈ 2.4× 104 m−1 W−1 using the phonon viscosity coeffi- 625

cients estimated from 13.2 MHz Brillouin linewidth in Abedin 626

work [54]). From the literature, the As2Se3 family (GeAsSe 627

[72] or Ag−As2Se3 [73]) possesses a higher intrinsic mate- 628

rial absorption at 1550 nm than As2S3 [74]. In addition, the 629

waveguide sidewall roughness inherited from the dry-etching 630

can also lead to large propagation loss and mode coupling, in 631

particular for the higher-order optical modes. The propagation 632

loss can range from sub dB/cm to a few dB/cm depending on 633

the etching recipe and waveguide geometry [74]. Such losses are 634

identical in both propagation directions and the overall isolation 635

will not be affected when 1q pm = 0. However, they can lead 636

to a shorter effective length, from which a higher pump power 637

will be required to maintain such a large device operational 638

bandwidth provided the damage threshold of the waveguide is 639

not exceeded. Therefore, engineering the waveguide loss should 640

be carried out in the future to improve energy efficiency of the 641

proposed Brillouin isolators. 642
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6. CONCLUSION643

To summarize, we have carried out an extensive study on an644
SBS-based optical isolator from both dimensional optimization645
and fabrication error perspectives. We have shown that the646
acoustic confinement from the FIBS process can be improved647
by engineering the waveguide dimension and utilizing an648
appropriate optical mode transition. More interestingly, the649
polarization of the acoustic displacement field relies on the650
choice of the spatial optical mode pairs. Through waveguide651
dispersion tailoring, a 30 dB isolation bandwidth of 38 nm652
(∼4700 GHz) can be achieved in a 570 nm× 700 nm As2Se3653
waveguide with a pump power of 500 mW while the bandwidth654
is reduced to 5–10 nm at a width error of ±10 nm. Together655
with fabrication-tolerant mode couplers and the coupler inser-656
tion scheme proposed, we have shown that the overall isolation657
achieved can be solely dependent on the raw isolation from the658
FIBS process. The simulation and modeling efforts in this work659
take us one step closer to realizing the on-chip Brillouin-based660
optical isolator.661
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